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We consider the family of languages whose syntactic monoids are W-trivial. Languages 
whose syntactic monoids are S-trivial correspond to a congruence which tests the sub- 
words of length x or less that appear in a given word, for some integer n. We show that in 
the W-trivial case the required congruence also takes into account the order in which 
these subwords first appear, from left to right. Characterizations of the related finite 
automata and regular expressions are summarized. Dual results for g-trivial monoids are 
also discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The well-known Green equivalence relations are fundamental in the theory of monoids 
[2, 61. They are defined as follows. Let M be a monoid and f, g E M, then 
fJ% iff MfM = MgM, 
fPg iff Mf = Mg, 
f9g iff fM = gM, 
f%g iff fpEg and fgg. 
If p is an equivalence relation on M, we say that M is p-trivial iff fpg implies f = g. 
In 1965 Schiitzenberger [S] showed that finite H-trivial monoids correspond to star- 
free languages, i.e., languages that can be denoted by regular expressions using only 
Boolean operations and concatenation. In 1972 Simon [9, lo] characterized the languages 
corresponding to finite $-trivial monoids. These languages play a key role in the dot- 
depth hierarchy [3, 91 of star-free languages. This hierarchy and f-trivial and X-trivial 
monoids are also treated in [4]. 
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The languages corresponding to finite W-trivial (and Z-trivial) monoids are studied 
here. Eilenberg showed [4] that g-trivial monoids form a variety and characterized 
the corresponding variety of languages. Several new characterizations of these languages 
are given here. 
2. TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION 
Let A be a finite nonempty alphabet and A* the free monoid generated by A, with 
unit element 1 (the empty word). The length of x E A* is denoted by 1 x 1; note that 
1 1 1 = 0. The product (concatenation) of two words x and y in A* is denoted by xy. 
The “alphabet” of a word x E A* is 
a(x) = {a E A 1 x = uazt for some U, e, E A*}. 
The reverse xp of a word x is defined by induction on 1 x I: 
l”=l and (xa)o = UP. 
Subsets of A* are called languages. If X, Y C A* then X = A* - X, X u Y, and 
X n Y denote the complement of X and the union and intersection of X and Y, respec- 
tively. The product of two languages is XY = {w 1 w = xy, x E X, y E Y}. Also X* = 
&a0 Xn (where X0 = (I}) is the submonoid of A* generated by X. The reverse of X 
is Xp = (x0 1 x e X}. 
For any family 9 of languages 9B is the smallest family containing 9 and closed 
under complementation and finite unions. Similarly 9M is the smallest family con- 
taining 9 u {{I}} and closed under concatenation. Thus %B and FM are the Boolean 
algebra and monoid generated by 9, respectively. 
The syntactic congruence --x of XC A* is defined as follows. For all x, y E A*, 
The quotient monoid M = A*/zx is the syntactic monoid of X and the natural 
morphism v: A* -+ M, mapping x E A* onto the equivalence class of --x containing x, 
is the syntactic morphism of X. For convenience we often denote v(x) by x. 
If N is any congruence on A* we say that X is a N language iff X is a union of con- 
gruence classes of N. Thus X is a N language iff for all x, y E A*, 
Since N is a congruence, x wy implies WV N uyw for all U, er E A*. Thus X is a N 
language iff 
x - y implies x =x y, i.e., x = y. 
A finite semiautomaton is a triple S = (A, Q, u), where A is the input alphabet, 
Q is a finite set of states and u: Q x A -+ Q is the transition function. A finite automaton 
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is a system A = (A, Q, qO , F, ~7) where A, Q and u are as above, q,, E Q is the initial 
state, and F C Q is the set of final states. In any finite semiautomaton define the relation 
-+ as follows. For p, q E Q 
P-q iff u(p, x) = q 
for some x c A*. S (or A) is partially ordered iff the relation -+ on Q is a partial order. 
A semiautomaton is a chain reset iff -+ is a tot&order. 
The direct product of two semiautomata S = (A, Q, u) and T = (A, P, T> is the 
semiautomaton S x T = (A, Q x P, r), where 
4(47 P), 4 = (44, a), T(P, 4). 
The cascade product of S = (A, Q, u) and T = (B, P, T) with connection W: Q x 
A + B is the semiautomaton S 0 T = (A, Q x P, x), where 
46 P), a) = (o(q, a), 4PY o-44,4)- 
An initialized semiautomaton is a semiautomaton with an initial state, i.e., S = 
(A, Q, qO , u). Let S and T = (B, P, p, , T) be two initialized semiautomata. T is a 
subsemiautomaton of S iff B C A, P C Q, q. = p, , and T is the restriction of u to P x B. 
A semiautomaton S is a homomorphic image of semiautomaton T iff B = A and there 
exists a surjective mapping I/J: P -+ Q such that #(p,) = q,, and 
4(4 P, 4 = +I4 P), a)- 
S is covered by T iff S is a homomorphic image of a subsemiautomaton of T. 
The transformation monoid of a semiautomaton S = (A, Q, u) (or of a finite automa- 
ton (A, Q, q,, , F, u)) is the set of all transformations of Q onto itself of the form 
(q1 ,.*a, qn) + (u(ql , x),..., u(qn , x)) for some x E A*. It is well known that if A is a 
reduced finite automaton recognizing the language XC A*, then the transformation 
monoid of A is isomorphic to the syntactic monoid of X. 
Let M be any monoid and f c M. Then Pj = {g c M 1 f E MgM} and Mj = Pf*. 
Thus MY is the submonoid of M generated by the elements g “with which f can be 
written” (f E MgM). 
3. LANGUAGES OF ~-TRIVIAL MONOIDS 
Simon [o, lo] provides many characterizations for languages with $-trivial syntactic 
monoids as is summarized in the following theorem. An additional property, M3, is 
taken from [I]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let XC A* be a regular language, let M be its syntactic monoid, and 
let A = (A, Q, q,, , F, T> and AD be the reduced jinite uutomatu accepting X and X0, 
respectively. The following conditions are equivalent. 
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Ml. M is $-trivial. 
M2. M is $Wivial and 2?-trivia{. / 
M3. For all idempotents e E M, eMe u M,e = e. 
M4. There exists an n > 0 such that for all f, g E M, (fg)n = (fg)“f = g(fg)n. 
M5. There exists an n > 0 such thatfor allf, g E M, f n = f n+l and (fg)" = (gf)". 
Xl. X is a n- language for some n 3 0. 
El. XE{A*aA* 1 aEA}MB. 
Al. A and AD are both partially ordered. 
A2. A is partially ordered and for all q E Q, x, y E A*, T(q, x) = r(q, xx) = 
+b XY) ad +,Y) = ( 7 q, Yy) = T(q, Yx) imply T(q, x) = T(q, y). 
A3. A can be covered by a direct product of chain resets. 
This paper provides analogous results for languages wjth W-trivial syntactic monoids. 
We require the following concepts from [9]. 
The congruence ,-, mentioned above, is defined in terms of the subwords of length 
less than or equal to n that a given word contains. More precisely we have: 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let x, y E A* and n > 0. Then 
(4 x is a subword of y, x < y, iff there exist x1 ,..., x, , us ,. . ., u, E A* such that 
x = x, ..* x, and y = usxIul ... x,u, , 
(b) the n-contents of y, denoted by ‘pn( y), is the set (x 1 x < y and 1 x [ < n}, 
(4 x d-y iff 144 = h(r). 
It is straightforward to show that ,,N is a congruence of finite index for any n 3 0 [9]. 
Simon also proves the following three results which are needed for the next section. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let x, y E A* andn’ > 0. Then 
(4 x” n- xn+l, 
lb) (XYY n- (xrh 
(4 (XY)” nN Y(XYY- 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let x, y E A* and n 3 0. Then x n+,- y implies x n-y. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let u, v E A* and n > 0: Then u lZ- uv isf there exist u, ,..., u, E A* 
such that u = u1 ... u, and O(UJ 2 a(uJ 2 ... 1 a.(~,) 1 a(v). 
One additional definition is required. 
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DEFINITION 3.6. Let n > 0 and x E A*. Then x is n-fun iff ~~(3) = u {(a(x))” [ 
i = o,..., n}. 
Clearly every word is both O-full and l-full. One verifies that, for 12 > 1, x is n-full 
iff there exist x, ,..., x, E A* such that x = x, ... x, and a(xl) = ... = 01(x~). 
4. THE ,yg CONGRUENCE 
The congruence n-i% is defined to be a refinement of n- in which the order of 
appearance (from the left) of the subwords in a word is also taken into account. More 
formally: 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let x, y E A* and n 2 0. Then x n-Ea y iff 
(a) for each prefix u of x there exists a prefix v of y such that u ,,- v, and 
(b) for each prefix v of y there exists a prefix u of x such that u n- v. 
Notethatiflxj <n,xnNglyiffx=y. 
The two equivalence relations lZ- and n-9 are closely related and satisfy many 
similar properties. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let x, y E A* and n > 0. 
(a) If x Il-gy then x n~y. 
(b) x n- xy iff x laNg xy. 
(c) If x ,pgy then for each pre$x x’ of x and for each prefix y’ of y, x’ n-g y’ 
iff x’ n- yl. 
Proof. 
(a) Since x is a prefix of x there exists a prefix v of y such that x n- v. Thus 
pn(x) = p,(v) C pn(y). Similarly pn(y) C p&v); so p&r) = p,(y). Therefore x ,,- y. 
(b) Any prefix of x is also a prefix of xy. Let v be any prefix of xy. Then either 
v is a prefix of x or x is a prefix of v. In the second case pLn(x) C pLn(v) C ~Jxy) = pn(x) 
so that x n- v. Therefore x n-R xy. The converse follows from (a). 
(c) Suppose x’ n-y’. Let u be a prefix of x’. Since u is also a prefix of x there 
exists a prefix v of y such that u no v. Now either v is a prefix of y’ or y’ is a prefix of 
v. In the second case am C pn(v) = pn(u) C am = pn( y’), so that y’ n- v and hence 
u n~y’. Similarly for each prefix v of y’ there exists a prefix u of x’ such that u n- v. 
Therefore x’ n-9 y’. The converse follows from (a). 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let x, y E A* and n > 0. Then 
(4 xn n-s xn+l. 
(b) (XY)” n-9 (XYPX. 
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Proof. Immediate from Propositions 3.3(a,b), and 4.2(b). 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let x, y E A* and n 3 0. Then x n+l-~ y implies x n-g y. 
Proof. Follows from Proposition 3.4. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let u, v E A* and n > 0. Then u n-g uv 22 there exist u, ,..., u, E A* 
such that u = u1 . ..u.andar(u,)3..,3or(u,)1or(v). 
Proof. Follows from Lemma 3.5 and Proposition 4.2(b). 
PROPOSITION 4.6. n-g is a congruence of finite index for all n 3 0. 
Proof. Let n > 0 and let x, y E A* be such that x n-g y. Let a E A. 
Suppose u is a prefix of xa. Then either u is a prefix of x or u = xa. In the first case, 
because x ,,w8 y, there is a prefix v of y such that u n- v. If u = xa then from Proposi- 
tion 4.2(a) x ,p y, and since n- is a congruence u = xa %- ya. By symmetry, for 
each prefix v of ya there exists a prefix u of xa such that u lL- v. Therefore n-ia is a 
right congruence. 
Suppose u is a prefix of ax. Then either u = 1 or u = au’ for some prefix u’ of x. 
If u = 1 then u is also a prefix of ay. Otherwise, since x n~g y, there exists a prefix 
v’ of y such that u’ n- v’. But lZ- is a congruence so u = au’ R- av’. Similarly for 
each prefix v of ay there exists a prefix u of ax such that u n- a. Hence n-9 is a left 
congruence. 
The fact that n-g is of finite index follows directly from the fact that ,,- is of finite 
index. 
One nice property of n-9, which is not shared by no, is that each congruence 
class has a unique shortest element. 
THEOREM 4.1. Every congruenze class of nw9 contains a unique element of minimal 
length. Furthermore, ifal ,..., a, E A then a, ... am is minimal $7 t4 1) G 44 G r*.,(w.J G 
... s;‘ pn(a, ... a,). 
Proof. By induction on k, the minimum length of elements in a given n-9 class. 
Note that minimum length elements exist because length is a function from A* 
to the nonnegative integers which form a well-ordered set, 
For K = 0 the lemma is true since 1 is the only word of length 0. Let k 3 1 and 
assume the lemma is true for all ,,w9 classes containing elements of length less than k. 
Suppose there exists a n-9 class containing minimal elements x and y of length k. 
Since k > I, x = ua for some u E A*, a E A. Now pLn(u) C&x), and u n- x implies 
u n-9x by Proposition 4.2(b), so p,,(u) # &x). Employing the induction hypothesis 
(since 1 u j < k) the n-ra class containing u has a unique element of minimal length. 
Callthiselementw.Ifw#uthen~w~ </uIandhenceIwa/ <j~I.Butw~-~u 
and n-B is a congruence, so wa n-9 ua = x contradicting the minimality of x. Therefore 
u = w. By the induction hypothesis u = a, ... a, where pJal) $Z ... C PJa, ... a,) and 
thus x = aI ... a,a where pL,(a,) g ... s pn(a, ... a,) s pn(aI ... a,a). 
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Because x ,,wsay there exists a prefix v of y such that u lL~ v. By Proposition 4.2(c), 
u nwg v. Also, v is a proper prefix of y since p,,(v) = &u) g pa(x) = pn(y). Thus 
v = u, for otherwise K = j y 1 > 1 + 1 v ) > 1 + 1 u / = ) x I = k which is impossible. 
Therefore y = ua’ for some a’ E A. Now P,,(U) g &~a); hence there exists a word 
~a E p&4 - IL&). But CL&U) = P,&‘), so au E ~~(uu’) - p*(u). That being the 
case a = a’ and thus x = y. 
By induction on k every congruence class of la~g contains a unique element of minimal 
length, and if a, ,..., a, E A are such that a, . . . a, is minimal then pn( 1) g ~,(a,) s . . . 2 
/-b&l ..’ a,). 
Finally, suppose x = a, ... a, where a, ,..., an1 E A and ~~(1) Sp,(ui) g ... s 
P&l ... a,). Let us = 1, ul = a, ,..., zl, = a, ... a, be the prefixes of x and let y 
be the unique minimal element of the ,,mg class containing x. Since x nwsy there 
exist prefixes v,, , vi ,..., v, of y such that ui n N vi for 0 < i < m. Because p,(vi) = 
pn(ui) # ~~(u$) = &vj) for all i # j, the vi’s must be distinct. Thus 1 y j > m. But 
1 x / = m; therefore by the uniqueness of the minimal element x = y. 
DEFINITION 4.8. For n > 0 define the function xn: A* --f A* by xn(x) = the unique 
minimal element nwg congruent to x. 
The following is an algorithm for finding the minimal element of a congruence class 
of n-g given any word x in the class. 
Algorithm 4.9. Compute xn(x). 
Find the shortest prefix uu of x such that u E A*, a E A, and u no ua. If none exists 
then x = a, . . a, where 4 1) S P&J G ~,dwJ C . . . I P& . . .4 and x&4 = x. 
Otherwise x = uuv for some v E A*. Since u no uu implies u nwg uu and nwg 
is a congruence, uv nwg uuv = x. Thus xn(x) = x~(uv). Note that uv is shorter than x 
and so the algorithm always terminates. 
EXAMPLE. Let x = ubccbcuc and n = 2 










1, (I, b, ub 
1, a, b, ub, c, UC, bc 
1, a, b, ub, c, UC, bc, cc 
1, a, b, ub, c, UC, bc, cc, cb, bb 
1, a, b, ub, c, UC, bc, cc, cb, bb 
Since p2(ubccb) = &ubccbc), ubccb s-9 ubccbc and hence ubccbuc 2-g ubccbcuc = x. 
Replace x by ubccbuc. 
ubccbu 1, a, b, ub, c, UC, bc, cc, cb, bb, au, bu, cu 
ubccbuc 1, a, b, ub, c, UC, bc, cc, cb, bb, au, bu, cu 
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Since &ahccba) = pz(abccbac), abccba z-ijt ahbac. Now 141) G PLZ(Q) 2,44 Z 
&abc) $ pr(abcc) 2 pS(abccb) 2 pz(abccba); therefore x2(x) = abccba. 
To construct pm(~) from p,,(u) it is only necessary to add those elements wa such 
that w E pnF1(u) but wa $ p,,(u). The number of elements in Pi is bounded by 
~~0 mi, where m is the cardinality of the alphabet. Given x, xn(x) can be found in 
O(l x I) steps. Thus in O(l x j + 1 y I) steps one can determine whether x ,,-* y. 
5. %TRIVIAL MONOIDS 
The following theorem is from [9, I]. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let M be a jinite monoid. The following conditions are equivalent. 
I. M is W-trivial. 
2. , For all f, g, h E M, fgh = f implies fg = f. 
3. For all idempotents e E M, eM, = e. 
4. There exists n > 0 such that, for all f, g E M, (fg)"f = ( fg)n. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let M be afinite W-trivial monoid and v: A* --+ Ma surjective morphism. 
Let n be the cardinality of M and let u, v E A*. Then 
14 lE~ uv implies _u = UpI, 
where g denotes p)(x). 
Proof. Suppose u I- uv. By Lemma 3.5, there exist ui ,...,‘u, E A* such that 
u = u, ... 24, anda 2 ... 1 a(u,J I a(v). Let u,, = 1. By the choice of n, the elements 
uo , f4pl,..., %pl a** u, cannot all be distinct. Hence there exist i and j, 0 < i < j < n, 
zch%at 
f = 240 *** ii i = 246 **' Ui '.. Uj =fUi+l **' fl,j =fUi+l(Ui+* *** Uj). 
Since M is W-trivial, f = fui+l . If OL(U,) = ,@ then v = 1 and there is nothing to prove. 
Thus suppose ar(u,) # ia??ince o~(u~+i) 2 01(s) # @, we have uifl = ar for some 
a E (~(u~+i), z E A*. Then f = faz and f = fg. Consequently f = fg for all a E a(q+J. 
Because ui+i ... u,v E (~y(u~+J)* %-follows that 
u = Uo"' un =fui+l *** II, =fui+l *** u,v = I&. - - 
THEOREM 5.3. Let M be the syntactic monoid of X C A*. Then M isjkite and W-trivial 
$3 X is a n~W language for some n > 0. 
Proof. Assume M is finite and W-trivial. Let n be the cardinality of M and let 
x, y E A*. We have to prove x n-gZ y implies x = 2. 
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Since x~(x) = xn( y) ‘t 1 is sufficient to prove that x = X,&X). Let x0 = X, x1 ,..., xg = 
x~(x) be the words obtained after each reduction in A@thm 4.9. (In the example 
of the text, one has x0 = abccbcac, x1 = abccbac, and xs = abccba = x2(x).) Then, 
for i = 0, 1 ,..., p - 1, the words xi and xi+r have the form xf = uuw and xi, = uv with 
Un-V. 
Using Lemma 5.2, we have u = zru and therefore 3 = xtfl . The result x = XJX) - - 
follows. 
By Proposition 4.3, for all x, y E A*, 
(XYP n-92 (XYPX. 
IfXisanwg language we must have 
(xyP = (XYYX - 
Since M is the range of the surjective morphism v: A* -+ M, it follows that for all 
f,gEM 
ui9” = (fgPf* 
Because law@ is of finite index M is finite, and it is W-trivial by Theorem 5.1. 
6. PARTIALLY ORDERED FINITE AUTOMATA 
In this section the finite automata associated with n~g languages are considered. 
In the sequel we assume that all semiautomata and automata are finite. 
Recall the definition of partially ordered automata and semiautomata given in the 
Introduction. The following equivalent characterization is from [9]. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. S = (A, Q, u> is partially ordered t.. for all q E Q, x, y E A*, 
a(q, xy) = q implies u(q, x) = q. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let S = (A, Q, u) b e a partially ordered semiuutomuton. Then 
the transformation monoid, M, of S is W-trivial. 
Proof. Suppose f, g, h E M are such that fgh = f. Since M is the transformation 
monoid of S there Qxist x, y, z E A* such that E = f, y = g, and 3 = h. Now xyz = 
fgh = f = x and S is partially ordered. Thus u(q, x) = u(q, xyz) = u(u(q, x), yz-nd 
by Proposition 6.1, u(q, x) = u(u(q, x), y) = u(q, xy) for all q E Q. Therefore f = x = 
XY =fg* 
-We now present additional properties of partially ordered semiautomata mentioned 
in [7, 9, 111 The proofs of these results are straightforward and can be easily verified 
by the reader. 
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PROPOSITION 6.3. If T is a semiautomaton which is covered by some partially ordered 
semiautomaton S then T is partially ordered. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. The direct product of two partially ordered semiautomuta is partially 
ordered. 
PROWSITION 6.5. The cascade product of two partially ordered semiautomata is partially 
ordered. 
Let A = (A, Q, q,, , F, u) and B = <A, P, p, , G, T) be jnite automata and let 
(A, Q x P, rr> = (A, Q, U) x (A, P, T). Then the union of A and B is 
AuB=(A,QxP,(qo,p,),FxPuQxG,rr), 
the intersection of A and B is 
and the complement of A is 
a=WQ,qo,Q--F,+. 
Because the definition of a partially ordered automaton does not depend on the set 
of final states it follows that if A and B are partially ordered then A u B, A n B, and 
A are also. Hence the set of all partially ordered finite automata with alphabet A forms 
a Boolean algebra. 
Another way partially ordered automata can be characterized is in terms of certain 
sequential networks. 
DEFINITION 6.6, For n > 0, an n-way fork is an initialized semiautomaton (A, {q,, , 
q1 7*.*3 %I>, 40 7 u) where A = A, u A, u ... u A,, , the Ai's are nonempty and pair-wise 
disjoint, u(qo, a) = qi for all aE Ai, and u(q, , a) = qi for all a E A, i = I,..., n. 
(See Fig. 1.) A half-reset is a one-way fork. 
A A A 
FIG. 1. An n-way fork. 
PROPOSITION 6.7. If a semiautomaton can be covered by a cascade product of halj- 
resets then it is partially ordered. 
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Proof. Immediate from Propositions 6.3 and 6.5 and the fact that a half-reset is 
partially ordered. 
In [7, 111 it is proved that any partially ordered finite automaton can be covered 
‘by a cascade product of half-resets. Introducing n-way forks is a convenient intermediate 
step. 
PROPOSITION 6.8. Any n-way fork is isomorphic to the connected initialized sub- 
semiautomuton of a cascade product of n half-resets. 
Proof. By induction on n. The case n = 0 is degenerate. For n = 1 the result follows 
from the definition of a half-reset. Assume the result is true for n 3 1. Consider the 
(n + I)-way fork F,+l illustrated in Fig. 2a. 
Ln+gji& y$jg+lL jybo 
A A A B= {‘Jo&,} 
(a) (bl Cc) 
FIG. 2. The forks F,,, , F, , and T. 
Let F, = (A, Q, qO, u) be the n-way fork of Fig. 2b and let T = ({b, , b,}, P, p, , T> 
be the half-reset in Fig. 2c. Define the connection w as follows: 
41, a) = b, if q = qO and a E A,,+, 
= 4l otherwise. 
Let R = (A, R, (qO , p,), 7) be the connected initialized subsemiautomaton of F, o T. 
Note that R = {(qo9 Pa), (a T Pa),-., (qn , PO), (nn 7 PI)> since these are the only states 
which are accessible from (q,, , PO). Except for (q,, , p,) each is a terminal state (i.e., 
r](r, a) = r for all a E A, r E R - {(p, , q,,)}). It is clear that Fnfl is isomorphic to R. 
By the induction hypothesis F, is isomorphic to the connected initialized subsemi- 
automaton of a cascade product of n half-resets; therefore F,+r is isomorphic to the 
connected initialized subsemiautomaton of a cascade product of n + 1 half-resets. 
Thus the result is true for all n 3 1. 
We call a graph G tree-like iff the graph G’ obtained from G by removing all trivial 
loops is a tree. (A trivial loop is an edge from a vertex to itself.) The height of G is defined 
to be the height of the tree G’. 
PROPOSITION 6.9. Any initialized semiautomaton whose state graph is tree-like is 
isomorphic to the connected initialized subsemiautomaton of a cascade product of forks. 
Proof, By induction on the height of the graph. 
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If the graph of an initialized semiautomaton is tree-like of height less than or equal 
to 1 then the semiautomaton is a fork. Assume the result is true for all initialized semi- 
automata whose graphs are tree-like of height less than h, where h > 1. 
Let S = (4 Q, q. , u> b e an initialized semiautomaton whose graph is tree-like of 
height h. Let {or ,..., qn} = {q E Q - {qo} 1 u(qo , u) = q for some a E A} be the set 
of sons of q. . For 1 < i < n let Si = (A, Qi , qm , ui> be the subsemiautomaton of S 
initialized at pi . Since qi # q. , the height of the graph is less than h; thus S( is iso- 
morphic to the connected initialized subsemiautomaton of Si = (A, Qi , qi , a;), a 
cascade product of forks. 
DefineTi =(Bi,Qi,qi, ‘) f 11 7i as o ows. If there exists an (I~ E A such that G&J, ai) = 4 
for all q E Qi let Bi = A and 7; = CJ~ . Otherwise let Bi = A u {e}, where e $ A, and 
let T; be such that for 4 E Q; , b E Bi , 
T&b) = ul(q, 4 if beA 
4 if b = e. 
Note that T; is still a cascade product of forks. 
Let To = (A, P,po , TV) be the n-way fork where P = {p, ,p, ,...,p,} and 
To(P, 4 = Pi ifp =Poandu(qo,a) =qi 
zzzz P otherwise. 
Inductively define Ti = Ti-r 0 Ti for i = 1 ,..., n where the connection wi: P x Qi x 
*.. x Qi-l x A -+ Bi is given by 
w&, a) = a if r = (Pi , 41 ye-9 Qi-1) 
= 6$ otherwise, 
where T&, b,) = 4 for all q E Qi . 
It is a straightforward proof by induction to show that the set of states of Ti accessible 
from the initial state ( p, , or ,..., qi) is 
4 = {(PO 9 ql>***, qi)) U ((P/c 9 QI,...> q/c-l ,Q, qk+l>*-., qr) I QEQL 9 1 < k < i> 
and that the following equations hold: 
and 
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Now consider the bijection #: Q + R, defined by 
where &: Qi -+ Q: is the isomorphism from Si to the connected initialized subsemi- 
automaton of Si . Let a E A and q E Q. If q E Qd then 
&%a)> = #Mh 4) 
= (Pi , Ql ,***, Pi-1 Y A(449 41, !7i+l Y.--P 4fJ 
= (Pi, Ql 3**., k1 ~4M4), 4, qi+l ,..., 4J 
= (Pi > Ql ,***, chl , GMd, 4, 4itl ,-., 4J 
= Tn((Pi 9 Ql 9***, 46-l 9 Y4(4)> 4i+1 9 !?n)9 4 
= T&Ndj 4, 
and if q = qO and u(qO , a) = qi then 
$(4!79 a>) = #((li) 
= (Pi Ql 9 461 4&i), 4i+1 !?n) ,-.*, 3 >***, 
= (Pi 91 , G-1 4i %+1 qn) >.‘., 9 9 ,*.*, 
= 74P. , q1 qn), 4 j.-I 
= ~~b47d, a). 
Thus II, is an isomorphism between S and the connected initialized subsemiautomaton 
of T, ; so the result is true for S. It follows by induction that the proposition is true. 
COROLLARY 6.10. Any partially ordered initialized semiautomaton is the homomorphic 
image of the connected initialized subsemiautomaton of a cascade product of half-resets. 
FIG. 3. Transformation 
0.b 
to a tree-like graph. 
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Proof. Any partially ordered rooted graph can be transformed into a tree-like graph 
by splitting nodes (see Fig. 3). The desired homomorphism is the obvious one which 
maps a node in the tree-like graph to the node in the original graph from which it was 
produced. The result then follows by Proposition 6.9. 
7. ~&EXPRESSIONS 
DEFINITION 7.1. Let A be a finite alphabet. An W-expression is a finite union of 
regular expressions of the form A$a,AT ... a,A$, where m 3 0, a, ,..., a, E A, Ai C A 
for 0 < i < m, and ai $ AdeI for 1 < i < m. 
The relationship between partially ordered semiautomata and .C8-expressions is 
mentioned in [7]. For further details see [5]. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Let XC A* be the language denoted by some W-expression. Then 
the reduced Jinite automaton recognizing X is partially ordered. 
With the aid of Theorem 4.7 one can verify the following result: 
PROPOSITION 7.3. Every nwg language can be denoted by an W-expression. 
With this result, Theorem 5.3, Proposition 6.2, and Proposition 7.2 the languages 
defined by the congruences ,,-g , S&trivial monoids, partially ordered finite automata 
and W-expressions are seen to be the same. An alternate proof of this can be constructed 
using Eilenberg’s result [4] showing the equivalence of W-expressions and g-trivial 
monoids. 
These characterizations are analogous to and generalizations of characterizations 
of the well-known family of Reverse Definite languages. This correspondence was 
first studied in [I]; further work appears in [5]. In particular, the expressional charac- 
terization 
(TV” u r;YA*)B where ?Y =({x}IxEA*} 
for Reverse Definite languages motivated the following theorem. 
PROPOSITION 7.4. Let A be an alphabet and let 9 = {C*a 1 CC A - {a}}M. Then 
(9 u QA*)B is equal to the set of W-expressions over the alphabet A. 
Proof. It is convenient to consider elements of 9 as “words” over the alphabet 
(C*a 1 CC A - (a}}. Th is is reflected in the notation below. 
(C) Let w ~9. If w = 1 then w and WA* can be expressed by the Sexpressions 
+* and A*, respectively. Otherwise w = ATal ... A$a, where m > 0 and a, $ Ai for 
1 < i < m. In this case w = ATa, **a Aza&* and WA* = ATa *.a Aza,,,A* which 
are both @-expressions. The set of W-expressions forms a Boolean algebra (since the set 
of partially ordered finite automata over A does) and thus it contains (9 u 9A*)B. 
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(E) Suppose w = $a, *.. a&l;, where m > 0 and &r c A - (ai} for 1 < 
i < 711. Clearly, if A, = 9 then w ~9, and if A, = A then w EVA*, so suppose 
+ # A, s A. Let w’ = A$u, ... A$-,a, ~9. 
Claim: 
w = w’A* n Tim. 
bEA-A, 
Let x E: w. Clearly x E w/A*. Now a, ... a,$ is a subword of all words in wbA* but, 
ifb$A,, a, .*. u,b is not a subword of x. Therefore x 4 wbA* for b E A - A,,, , that is, 
x E UbsA-A wbA*. Thus W c w’A* Cl &A-A, wbA*. 
Let x E ;‘A* n U&&..A wbA*. Since x E w’A*, x = yz where y E w’ and z E A*. 
Now suppose a(x) n (A -mAA,) # 4. Then z = ubw where u E A$ , b E a(x) n (A - A,), 
and w E A*. But this implies x = yubz E w’A$,bA* = wbA* c u&A,& wbA*, which is a 
contradiction. Therefore z E A$ , SO x E w’A~ = W. Thus w’A* n UbGA-A, wbA* _C W, 
and hence the claim is true. 
NowforbEA-AA,, wb E 5@ and thus w = w’A* n &,&A, wbA* E (9 U gA*)B. 
Since (9 u 2A*)B is a Boolean algebra it follows that every &?-expression is in 
(9 u .9A*)B. 
THEOREM 7.5. Let XC A* be a regular language, let M be its syntactic monoid, and 
let A = (A, Q, q,, , F, U) be the reduced automaton accepting X. The following conditions 
are eqnivuknt. 
Ml. M is W-trivial. 
M2. For all f, g, h E M, fgh = f implies fg = f. 
M3. For all idempotents e E M, eM, = e. 
M4. There exists un n > 0 such that for all f, g E M, (fg)"f = (fg)". 
Xl. Xis an nwg language for some n 3 0. 
El. X can be denoted by an W-expression. 
E2 X E (9 u gA*)B where 9 = {C*a 1 C C A - (u}}M. 
Al. A is partially ordered. 
A2. For all x, y E A* and for all q E Q, a(q, xy) = q implies o(q, x) = q. 
A3. A is covered by a cascade product of half-resets. 
It is now possible to relate the family of languages corresponding to finite W-trivial 
monoids to the dot-depth hierarchy. That hierarchy is defined by g0 = {(a} 1 a E A) MB 
and .G&+r = &MB for i > 0. 
Since {{a} 1 a E A}M = {$*u 1 a E A}M C {C*a 1 C C A - {a}}M = 9, L&, = {(a} / 
a E A) MB C 9B C (9 u gA*)B. Thus all languages in& have finite B-trivial monoids. 
Any ,,- language (%wr in the notation of [9]) is also an n-S language. However, 
the family a1 is incomparable with our family. The language A*u E 9YI , where the 
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cardinality of A is greater than 1, has a reduced finite automaton which is not partially 
ordered. In [9, p. 1161, Simon shows that for the cardinality of A greater than 2 the 
language denoted by the @-expression a*bA* is not in a1 . 
Finally, for any Ai $ A, At = n{A*aA* 1 a E A - Ai} ~ar , so that any W- 
expression denotes a language in glMB = g2 . 
8. LANGUAGES OF ~-TRIVIAL MONOIDS 
The P-trivial property is dual to that of %?-trivialness. As a result, characterizations 
analogous to those in Theorem 7.5 hold. 
Definitions for the corresponding congruences are formed by using suflixes in place 
of prefixes, More precisely, if x, y E A* and n > 0 then x n-y y iff for each sui?ix u 
of x there exists a s&ix v of y such that u 1Z- v and vice versa. 
If A is the finite automaton of a language with an Y-trivial syntactic monoid then 
A0 is partially ordered. However, it is possible to describe these automata more directly. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let S = (A, Q, u) be a semiautomaton, let x E A*, and let B CA. 
If 4A 4 = 4!?> x) f or all a E B and all q E Q then u(q, wx) = u(q, x) for all w E B* 
and all q E Q. 
Proof. By induction on 1 w /. 
The result is clearly true for 1 w j = 0. Assume it is true for all words in Bn. Suppose 
w E Bn+l. Then w = aw’, where a E B and w’ E B”, so that a(q, wx) = a(u(q, a), w’x) = 
u(u(q, a), X) = u(q, ax) = u(q, x). By induction the result is true for all words in B*. 
PROPOSITION 8.2. Let S = (A, Q, u) b e a semiautomaton and let M be its trans- 
formation monoid. The following are equivalent. 
1. M is 9’-trivial. 
2. There exists an n > 0 such that for all connected subsemiautomata T = (C, P, p, , T> 
of S and all n-full words w with u(w) = C, r( p, w) = T( p’, w) for all p, p’ E P. 
3. If x E A* then u(q, x) = u(q, xx) f or all q E Q implies u(q, x) = u(q, ax) for all 
q e Q, a E 4x). 
Proof. (1 3 2) Suppose M is &‘-trivial. By the dual of Lemma 5.2 there exists 
an n > 0 such that for all x, y E A*, x n- yx implies 3 = yx. 
Let T = (C, P, p, , T) be a connected subsemiautomato% of S, let p, p’ E P, and 
let w be an n-full word with a(w) = C. 
Since T is connected there exist U, v E C* such that 7(p0 , U) = p and ~(p~ , v) = p’. 
Now w is n-full and u, v E (a(w))* so uw n- w and VW n-w. This implies that uw = 
w =vwandthus~(p,w)=~(p~,u~)=u(p~,u~)=~(p~,vw)=~(p,,vw)=~(p’,w). - 
(2 =‘ 3) Suppose x E A* is such that u(q, x) = u(q, XX) for all q E Q. By induction 
it follows that u(q, X) = u(q, x~) for all q E Q and n >, 1. 
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Let q E Q and let a E a(~). Consider the connected subsemiautomaton T = (U(X), 
P, q, T) of S. Since x” is n-full a(q, x) = a(q, x”) = ~(q, P) = T(T(~, a), x”) = 
u(u(q, a), x”) = u(u(q, a), x) = u(q, a-9. 
(3 * 1) Let e E ik! be idempotent and let g E P, . Let f, h E A4 be such that 
e = fgh Since M is the transformation monoid of S there exist x, y, z E A* such that 
x = f, y = g, and z = h. Let w = xyz so that w = xyx = fgh = e 
Since e is idempotent q = e = e2 = w2 so u(q, W) = u(q, ww) for all q E Q. Therefore 
u(q, aw) = u(q, w) for all a E a(w), q E Q. Because a(y) C a(w) we have, by Lemma 8.1, 
that a@, yw) = u(q, w) for all q E Q. Thus ge = yw = u = e so P,e = e. But P,e = e - 
implies M,e = e; hence M is P-trivial. 
The final theorem, analogous to Theorem 7.5, summarizes the characterizations of 
languages with g-trivial monoids. 
THEOREM 8.3. Let XC A* be a regular lunguuge, let M be its syntactic monoid, and 
let A = (A, Q, qo , F, u) be the reduced automaton accepting X. The following conditions 
are equivalent. 
M 1. M is Y-trivial. 
M2. For all f, g, h E M, hgf = f implies gf = f. 
M3. For all idempotents e E M, M,e = e. 
M4. There exists an n > 0 such that for all f, g E M, g(fg)n = (fg)“. 
Xl. Xis an n-z language for some n 3 0. 
El. X can be expressed as thefinite union of regular expressions of the form A$u,AT ..* 
a,Az where m > 0, a, ,..., u,~A,A,CAforO~i~m,undu~~A~for1 <i<m. 
E2. X E (9 u A*L@)B where 9 = {UC* 1 C C A - {u)}M. 
Al. AD is partially ordered. 
A2. If x E A* then u(q, x) = a(q, xx) f or all q E Q implies u(q, x) = u(q, ax) 
fm all q E Q, a E a(x). 
A3. There exists an n > 0 such that for all connected snbsemiautomuta T = 
(C, P, p, , T) of A and all n-full words w with a(w) = C, T(p, w) = ~(p’, w) for all 
P,P’CP. 
A4. AD is covered by a cascade product of half-resets. 
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